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I. INTRODUCTIONIn order to extrat preditions of QCD from numerialmethods with ontrolled systematierrors, a lattie formulation is required for whih the soures of deviations from QCD areunderstood and are under ontrol. A signi�ant soure of systemati errors for present daylattie simulations are the light quark masses. Even the most powerful omputers today donot allow simulations with up- and down-quark masses as light as realized in nature. Insteadone simulates with heavier quark masses and �ts the analyti preditions obtained in hiralperturbation theory (�PT) to the data. The free parameters in the �t are the low energyonstants of �PT [1℄, and one they are determined an extrapolation to small quark massesis possible [2, 3℄ . Still, to perform the hiral extrapolation the quark masses must be smallenough so that �PT is appliable. In pratie one would require that next-to-leading order(NLO) �PT desribe the data reasonably well.1The present lattie simulations do not meet this requirement [4, 5, 6℄. The data donot show the harateristi urvature predited by NLO �PT. In fat the data show arather linear behavior whih either means that higher orders in the hiral expansion are notnegligible or worse, one is not in the hiral regime at all (see Claude Bernard's part in [4℄).In either ase, simulations with lighter quark masses are required in order to apply �PTwith on�dene.Lattie simulations with light fermions, espeially sea quarks, are omputationally de-manding and the numerial ost inreases substantially with dereasing quark masses. Re-alistially only the least expensive fermions, Wilson and Kogut-Susskind, an be used onsuÆiently large and �ne latties. Lattie fermions with better hiral properties are still tooexpensive to be used as sea quarks, and this situation is not likely to hange in the nearfuture. It is nevertheless expeted that the next generation of TFLOP mahines will makeit possible to generate a few sets of unquenhed on�gurations with sea quarks light enoughto be in the hiral regime.To obtain more information from these on�gurations they should (and will) be analyzedwith various di�erent valene quark masses, i.e. by studying PQ QCD. By inluding lattiemeasurements with lighter valene quarks it is possible to penetrate further the hiral regime1 At next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) many new unknown parameters enter the hiral Lagrangian,whih greatly redues the preditive power of �PT.2



of QCD. This leads to more data points and would allow more reliable �ts of PQ �PT[7℄to the lattie data [2℄. The reah of suh simulations, however, is limited. The ost of lightvalene quarks also inreases with the dereasing mass, and an beome prohibitively highfor quark masses that are still not very small. This is partiularly true for Wilson fermionsbeause of the expliit hiral symmetry breaking by the Wilson term.An interesting idea for probing the hiral regime is to use di�erent lattie fermions forthe valene and sea quarks. In partiular, by hoosing lattie fermions with good hiralproperties for the valene quarks, the valene quark mass an be made muh smaller thanin ordinary PQ simulations. A entral goal of this strategy is the same as of PQ QCD- to explore a larger portion of the hiral regime by extrating more data points from agiven set of unquenhed on�gurations (see �g. 1). This should result in more reliableestimates for the low-energy onstants of �PT at NLO, the Gasser-Leutwyler oeÆients.Furthermore, one might expet to redue the size of expliit hiral symmetry breaking byusing Ginsparg-Wilson fermions at least for the valene quarks. This is a omputationallya�ordable ompromise of the lattie theorist's ideal of using Ginsparg-Wilson fermions forboth valene and sea quarks.In this paper we onstrut the low-energy hiral e�etive theory for a \mixed" lattieation, with expliit dependene on powers of the lattie spaing a by �rst onstrutingthe appropriate loal Symanzik ation. There are several reasons for taking this approah.First, the de�ning non-orthodox feature of the mixed ation approah { the use of di�er-ent Dira operators for the sea and valene setors { is purely a lattie artifat. This is aonsequene of the fat that by onstrution all proper lattie fermions reprodue the sameontinuum physis, and therefore all mixed lattie theories redue to PQ QCD in the on-tinuum limit. An expansion in a is thus a natural tool to investigate potential peuliaritiesof the mixed ation formulation. Seond, a theoretial understanding of the a-dependenein lattie simulations an guide the ontinuum limit, or allow the extration of physialinformation diretly from the lattie data, without taking the ontinuum limit �rst. Third,�PT provides a useful framework for studying the hiral symmetry breaking due to the dis-rete spae-time lattie. E�etive theories of this type have been studied in several similarontexts [8, 9, 10, 11℄.What is dubbed here "mixed ation methods" refers to a lass of lattie theories orre-sponding to di�erent hoies of Dira operators for the valene and sea quarks. In the next3
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FIG. 1: Qualitative representation of the spae of quark masses. The \hiral regime", where PQ�PT an be applied, is the quarter-irular region. The upper right retangle, limited by the dashedline, desribes the part of the spae overed by present simulations. As urrent data suggest, there isvery little or no overlap between that retangle and the hiral regime. It is expeted that improvementin algorithms and omputer power will allow reduing the sea and valene quark masses in PQsimulations, as is represented by the enlargement of the previous retangle. It is possible thatthe hiral region will be penetrated by suh simulations, as shown by the small setion of overlapbetween the enlarged retangle and the hiral region. Finally, using hiral valene fermions in amixed ation simulation would make it possible to extend the reah of simulations signi�antly inthe diretion of lighter valene quarks.setion we use a fairly simple example to illustrate the general framework of mixed lattietheories. We onsider Wilson fermions for the sea quarks, together with valene fermionsthat satisfy the Ginsparg-Wilson relation. To desribe the lattie ation lose to the ontin-uum limit we onstrut the loal Symanzik e�etive ation up to O(a). The usual argumentsused in the formulation of �PT are then applied to this e�etive ation. This leads to ahiral expansion in whih the dependene on the lattie spaing is expliit.4



II. THE CHIRAL EFFECTIVE ACTIONA. Lattie ationIn the following we always onsider a hyper-ubi Eulidean spae-time lattie with lattiespaing a. We assume either an in�nite lattie or a �nite lattie large enough that one ansafely ignore �nite volume e�ets.The mixed lattie ation that desribes Nf Wilson sea and NV Ginsparg-Wilson valenefermions has the strutureSM = SYM[U ℄ + SW [ S;  S; U ℄ + SGW[ V ;  V ; U ℄: (1)U denotes the gauge �eld de�ned on the links of the lattie,  S ( S) are the sea quark(anti{quark) �elds and  V ( V ) denote vetors with NV anti{ommuting valene quarks(anti{quarks) and NV -number-valued ghost quarks (anti-quarks).The preise hoie for the gauge �eld ation SYM is irrelevant in the following, so we leaveit unspei�ed. For the sea quarks we hoose the Wilson ation [12℄, given bySW = a4Xx  S(DW +mSea) S(x) ; (2)DW = 12 ��(r�� +r�)� a rr��r�)	 ; (3)where mSea denotes the Nf �Nf quark mass matrix in the sea setor and r the Wilson pa-rameter. r��; r� are the usual ovariant, nearest neighbor bakward and forward di�ereneoperators.The ation for the valene and ghost quarks is given bySGW = a4Xx  V �DGW +mVal �1 � 12aDGW �	 V (x) : (4)The valene and ghost quark masses are ontained in the 2NV � 2NV mass matrix mVal ofthe formmVal = diag(MVal;MVal) whereMVal is an NV �NV matrix (i.e. eah valene quarkhas a orresponding ghost �eld with the same mass). The Dira operator DGW is assumedto be a loal operator satisfying the Ginsparg{Wilson relation [13℄5DGW +DGW 5 = aDGW 5DGW : (5)Both the �xed-point Dira operator and the overlap operator satisfy this relation [14, 15, 16℄.For the following disussion, however, there is no need to speify DGW any further.5



B. Flavor symmetry of the lattie ationWhen mSea = 0, mVal = 0, and r = 0, the avor symmetry group of SM isSU(Nf )L 
 SU(Nf )R 
 SU(NV jNV )L 
 SU(NV jNV )R: (6)To see this it is onvenient to write SGW and SW in terms of hiral omponents. The right-and left-handed sea quark �elds are de�ned with the usual projetors 12(1 � 5). For thevalene and ghost �elds, one �rst de�nes the hermitian operator̂5 = 5(1� aDGW ) ; (7)whih is unitary as a onsequene of (5). Valene right- and left- handed �elds are nowde�ned by [17℄  V;R =  V 12(1� 5) ;  V;R = 12(1 + ̂5) V ; (8) V;L =  V 12(1 + 5) ;  V;L = 12(1� ̂5) V : (9)The fermioni ations an now be rewritten asSW = a4Xx  S;L 12� �r� +r��� S;L(x) +  S;R 12� �r� +r��� S;R(x) (10)+  S;L �mSea� 12arr�r��� S;R(x) +  S;R �mySea � 12aryr�r��� S;L(x);and SGW = a4Xx  V;LDGW  V;L(x) +  V;RDGW  V;R(x)+  V;LmVal  V;R(x) +  V;RmyVal  V;L(x): (11)Here, for reasons that will beome learer shortly, we onsidermSea,mVal and r to be matriesin avor spae, and identify the parameters that appear between right-handed anti-quarksand left-handed quarks as their hermitian onjugates.Clearly, when mSea = mVal = r = 0, eqs. (10-11) are invariant under independent globalrotations of the left-handed and right-handed omponents of all quark �elds: X;� ! gX;� X;�;  X;� !  X;�gyX;�; X = S; V; � = L;R; (12)6



where gS;L and gS;R are in SU(Nf ), while gV;L and gV;R are in SU(NV jNV ). We onludethat avor transformations belonging to the group in eq. (6) are symmetries of the ationeq. (1) broken by the mass terms mV al and mSea and the Wilson term r.2It is onvenient to treat these symmetry breaking parameters as spurion �elds, i.e. as-suming the transformation rulesmVal ! gV;LmVal gyV;R ; myVal ! gV;RmyVal gyV;L ;mSea ! gS;LmSea gyS;R ; mySea ! gS;RmySea gyS;L ; (13)r ! gS;L r gyS;R ; ry ! gS;R ry gyS;L :The mixed ation SM , even with non-vanishing mass and Wilson terms, is invariant underthe ombined transformations eqs. (12-13).C. Symanzik ationWe onstrut Symanzik's loal e�etive ation whih, lose to the ontinuum, desribesthe same long-range physis as the disrete lattie ation well below the momentum uto�1=a [20, 21, 22℄. Symanzik's e�etive ation is an expansion in powers of a,SS = Z d4x �L0 + aL1 + a2L2 + � � �� ; (14)and disretization e�ets are reprodued by loal operators. For this onstrution it is ruialthat the underlying lattie theory is loal. While this is obvious for the Wilson ation, someare is needed to ensure that the realization of the Ginsparg-Wilson fermions is also loal[23℄.Sine the ontinuum ation SS is designed to reprodue the same long-range orrelationfuntions as the disrete lattie ation SM , it must have the same symmetries [eq. (6)℄ asthe underlying theory. Up to O(a), the quark operators that enter are of mass dimensions3,4, and 5, whih inlude only quark bilinears. Moreover, the independent symmetry trans-formations ating separately on the sea and valene setors requires that the quark bilinears2 The symmetry group that we write here is not the true symmetry group of the quantized theory. Asdisussed in [18, 19℄, the presene of ghost �elds in the funtional integral leads to onstraints on theallowed symmetry transformations. However, for the derivation of the orret hiral Lagrangian it ispossible to use the symmetry group in eq. (6) [19℄.7



do not mix the setors. This implies that up to O(a), the fermioni operators in SS (as inSM) are of two types { one built of sea quarks only and one of valene quarks.It is straightforward to write down the O(a) Symanzik ation SS using previous resultsonerning Wilson fermions [24, 25℄ and Ginsparg-Wilson fermions [17℄. The details of theanalysis are deferred to appendix A { here we only quote the result (for the fermioni partof the ation):SS = Z d4x � V (D + emVal) V +  S(D + emSea) S + aSW S���F�� S�+O(a2): (15)emVal and emSea are renormalized masses. Two onsequenes of the exat hiral symmetryof the massless Ginsparg-Wilson fermions are: (a) there is no Pauli term  ���F�� for thevalene setor, and (b) the valene quark mass is only multipliatively renormalized. Nosymmetry protets the Wilson sea quarks from getting an additive orretion of the orderof the uto� 1=a.It is useful at this point to ollet the quark �elds in a single quark �eld vetor 	, andrewrite eq. (15) as SS = R 	(D +m)	+ 	 aSW���F��	+O(a2) ; (16)	 = 0� S V1A ; m = 0�emSea emVal1A ; aSW = 0�aSW 01A : (17)D. Symmetries of SS and �PT for the mixed ationWe now turn to the onstrution of a low-energy e�etive theory for the \underlying"Symanzik ation in eq. (16). The method is ompletely analogous to the onstrution ofthe hiral Lagrangian in QCD [26℄.3 The idea is that the spontaneous breaking of theapproximate hiral symmetry gives rise to light pseudo Goldstone bosons, the light mesons,whih at low energies are the only relevant degrees of freedom. The e�etive ation is written3 It should be noted that as of yet the onstrution of PQ �PT from PQ QCD is not as well justi�ed asthe standard derivation of �PT from QCD. The arguments of the latter annot be trivially extended toPQ QCD beause they rely, in part, on the existene of a Hilbert spae of physial states with a positivede�nite norm, whih is absent in the presene of ghost �elds. The same is also true for the mixed ation.The validity of the �PT for the mixed ation is thus on the same footing as that of PQ �PT, whih hasbeen disussed in [19℄. 8



in terms of loal interations of the pseudo Goldstone �elds. Sine the pseudo Goldstonebosons interat weakly at low energies, the ation an be organized in a perturbative series.All observables alulated are expanded in two small parameters,� � p2�2� � bm�2� and Æ � ba�2� ; (18)where p is the light meson momentum, �� � 1GeV is the hiral symmetry breaking sale,and bm and ba stand for matrix elements of4bm � 2B0m; ba � 2W0aSW: (19)B0 and W0 are dimensionful low-energy onstants that appear in the e�etive theory atleading order [see eq. (B1)℄. They depend only on the high-energy sale ��, and dimensionalanalysis reveals that the perturbative expansion is in fat in mq=�� and a��. We followref. [9℄ and hoose the f�; Æg terms as leading order (LO) and the f�2; �Æg terms as NLO inthe e�etive Lagrangian, dropping O(a2) ontributions. The underlying hierarhy onsistentwith this ordering is f�; Æg � f�2; �Æg � Æ2, and the last inequality also implies � � Æ.This ordering is hosen for onveniene and is somewhat arbitrary. In pratie, the doubleexpansion should be organized aording to the atual relative sizes of the quark masses andthe lattie spaing.The e�etive Lagrangian is onstruted from all operators that respet the symmetriesof the underlying ation SS . The ompat notation of eq. (16) makes it easy to see that thesymmetry group of SS to O(a) isSU(Nf +NV jNV )L 
 SU(Nf +NV jNV )R: (20)This symmetry group (treating bm and ba as spurion �elds) is the same as that of PQQCD with Wilson fermions. Indeed the e�etive ation SS in eq. (16) is the same as thee�etive Symanzik ation for the PQ QCD Wilson ation of ref. [9℄, with a spei� hoie ofaSW that has support only in the sea setor. This fortunate similarity between the mixedation theory and the PQ QCD Wilson theory implies that the mixed low-energy hirale�etive ation has the same struture, at O(a), as the ation of Wilson �PT, introdued4 Though the notation might obsure this fat, bm and ba both have mass dimension 2 { they are the leadingontributions to the squared mass of the pseudo Goldstone boson. We nevertheless use this notation asit makes the dependene on the quark masses and the lattie spaing more transparent.9



in ref. [9℄, with the restrition that aSW vanishes in the valene-ghost setor. The hiralLagrangian to O(a), whih desribes both W�PT and the mixed e�etive theory, is providedin appendix B.E. Appliation: Meson massIn this subsetion we give an example for the use of the mixed hiral Lagrangian. Forsimpliity we take all the sea quarks and all the valene quarks to be (separately) degenerate,and the Wilson parameter to be a avor singlet in the sea setor. This amounts to settingbm = diag (bmSea; bmVal) ; ba = diag (ba; 0) : (21)The number of sea quark avors is taken to be Nf = 3. We onsider the expression for themass of the avor harged meson with valene quark avor indies AB (A 6= B) to NLO.Using the relation between the mixed hiral e�etive theory and W�PT, one an obtain theresult straightforwardly by taking the mass formula from ref. [9℄ with the values for bm andba given by eq. (21). We �nd�M2AB�NLO = bmVal + bmVal48f2�2 [bmVal � bmSea � ba+ (2bmVal � bmSea � ba) ln (bmVal)℄ (22)� 8bmValf2 [(L5 � 2L8)bmVal + 3(L4 � 2L6)bmSea + 3(W4 �W6)ba℄ :Here, the parameters Li are the Gasser-Leutwyler oeÆients, andW4 andW6 are additionallow-energy onstants that enter the hiral Lagrangian at NLO. Note that for ba = 0 theexpression for PQ �PT (alulated in [2, 27, 28℄) is reovered.Eq. (22) demonstrates the analyti onnetion between QCD and the simulated mixedation theory. It shows the latter to be a alulation with ontrolled systemati errors. From�tting the equation to the appropriate data from numerial simulations one an obtain anestimate for the linear ombinations of Gasser-Leutwyler oeÆients that appear in it.Examining eq. (22) one an also appreiate the potential advantage of using a mixedlattie ation. In simulations using Wilson fermions in both sea and valene setors, anequation similar to eq. (22) holds (see eq. (B5)). In that ase, the range of valene quarkmasses that an be simulated might be too small to onviningly show the urvature omingfrom the quadrati dependene and the logarithms that enter at NLO. By using Ginsparg-Wilson fermions for the valene quarks one an vary the valene quark masses over a wider10



range. The expeted NLO urvature, on whih the extration of the Gasser-LeutwyleroeÆients depends, is onsequently muh more likely to be seen.Finally, omparison with the result for W�PT, eq. (B5), reveals that the latter dependson twie the number of Wi oeÆients. This is fortunate for the mixed theory as it makesthe preditions of the e�etive theory less dependent on parameters that have no partiularrelevane to QCD.To understand this simpli�ation in the expression for the meson mass, onsider therelation between the symmetries of the mixed ation and those of PQ Wilson ation. On theone hand the massless mixed theory has exat hiral symmetry in the valene setor, whihthe Wilson ation does not. On the other hand, the valene and sea quarks of the Wilsonation have the same type of Dira operator whih allows mixing between the setors - atransformation whih is not a symmetry of the mixed ation formulation. AtO(a), however,the breaking of the sea-valene symmetry in the mixed theory does not yet show up, andthus the simpler expressions arise due to the larger hiral symmetry.III. SUMMARYIn this paper we disuss lattie simulations with di�erent fermions for sea and valenequarks. As a partiular example we have studied here the ase with Wilson sea quarksand Ginsparg-Wilson valene quarks. Using Symanzik's e�etive ation for lattie theoriesas an intermediate step, we have derived the form of the low-energy hiral Lagrangian forthe mixed theory to O(a). The onstrution shows that simulations with the mixed ationprovide as ontrolled an approximation to QCD as partially quenhed simulations. This isto be expeted sine the mixed ation redues to PQ QCD in the ontinuum limit.The goal of the mixed ation approah is similar to that of PQ QCD. The use of smallervalene quark masses allows one to probe deeper the hiral regime of QCD and obtainadditional information on the low-energy onstants, the Gasser{Leutwyler oeÆients. Fur-thermore, the use of hiral lattie fermions in the valene setor, instead of Wilson fermions,makes it possible to simulate muh lighter valene quarks. This leads to more data pointsobtained on the lattie and onsequently to more reliable �ts of �PT to the data.Here we have demonstrated the mixed ation approah for Wilson sea quarks andGinsparg-Wilson valene quarks taking into aount the leading O(a) ontributions. An11



important extension of this analysis is the inlusion of O(a2) e�ets. First of all, the lat-tie spaing determined by the unquenhed on�gurations is possibly not small enough tosafely neglet the O(a2) orretions. If one wants to �t the lattie data diretly to equationslike eq. (22) without taking the ontinuum limit �rst, the O(a2) orretions should be in-luded to obtain better �ts. Seond, the O(a) e�ets are generated here only by the Wilsonsea quarks. Many unquenhed simulations are in fat performed with non-perturbativelyO(a)-improved Wilson fermions for the sea quarks. The leading orretions for these simu-lations are of O(a2) and need to be omputed in order to know how the ontinuum limit isapproahed.While valuable, it should also be noted that the inlusion of O(a2) e�ets in the hiralLagrangian framework is likely to be a hard task. The main diÆulty arises from themany new operators that enter the Symanzik ation at this order. Some of these operatorsbreak Lorentz invariane, while several others break the hiral symmetry and require theintrodution of additional spurion �elds.The approah proposed here should be also studied with other ombinations for the lattiefermions. In partiular, the ase with staggered sea quarks is interesting, sine staggeredfermions are omputationally heaper. At present the lightest dynamial quark masses areahieved with staggered fermions. It is well-known that applying staggered fermions to QCDinvolves a theoretial unertainty and is possibly unontrolled. Consequently, preditionsfrom hiral perturbation theory for staggered fermions would also serve as a test of thisdisretization method [7℄.Finally, the ost of simulations of a mixed ation is roughly the sum of the ost ofgenerating a set of unquenhed gauge �eld on�gurations plus that of analyzing quenhedsimulations with Ginsparg-Wilson fermions. Thus, we an expet that in the near futuresimulations with a mixed ation will beome feasible.AknowledgmentsWe aknowledge support in part by U.S. DOE grants DF-FC02-94ER40818, DE-AC03-76SF00098, DE-FG03-96ER40956/A006 and DE-FG02-91ER40676. We thank MaartenGolterman and Steve Sharpe for their omments on this manusript. G.R. would like tothank the Department of Physis, Boston University and the Benasque Center for Siene,12



Benasque, Spain for kind hospitality during part of this work.APPENDIX A: SYMANZIK ACTION FOR THE WILSON AND GINSPARG-WILSON ACTIONSIn this appendix we derive eq. (15) for the Symanzik ation desribing the mixed theoryto O(a). As has been stated in the text, to this order the Symanzik ation is simply thesum of the loal e�etive ations for the valene and the sea setors.The loal Symanzik ation for Wilson fermions has been derived in [24, 25℄. One �rstlists all the operators of mass dimension no greater than 5, whih respet the symmetries ofthe Wilson lattie ation (the appropriate power of a is inserted to omplete the dimensionsof terms in the Lagrangian to 4). The operators of dimension 4 (whih are a independent)make up, by onstrution, the ontinuum ation of QCD.Beause the Wilson term expliitly breaks the hiral symmetry, it is expeted that thequark mass be additively renormalized, and the size of the orretion should be of the orderof the uto� sale 1=a. Indeed, the only dimension 3 operator is   , whih appears in theation with a oeÆient proportional to 1=a and has preisely this e�et.There are several operators of mass dimension 5 that are allowed by the symmetries.Some of these operators an be eliminated using the leading order equations of motion.Others have the same struture as the mass and kineti operators that already appear inthe QCD ation, and have the e�et of renormalizing the quark masses and the gaugeoupling. Finally, a single term is left { the Pauli term:  ���F�� . Note that the Pauliterm breaks the hiral symmetry, and is therefore allowed only beause of the Wilson term.Putting it all together, the Symanzik ation for the Wilson sea setor isZ d4x � S(D + emSea) S + aSW S���F�� S�+O(a2) : (A1)where emSea is the renormalized sea quark mass, and SW is an unknown oeÆient.The analysis for the Ginsparg-Wilson valene quarks is similar. Due to the exat hiralsymmetry the valene quark mass gets renormalized only multipliatively and the Pauli termis absent. Consequently, after onsidering the renormalizations of gauge oupling and quarkmasses, the Symanzik ation for the valene Ginsparg-Wilson quarks ontains no O(a) part13



(the Ginsparg-Wilson lattie ation is automatially O(a) improved[17℄):Z d4x � V (D + emVal) V �+O(a2) : (A2)Eq. (15) is the sum of eq. (A1) and eq. (A2).APPENDIX B: W�PT RESULTSWe present the W�PT Lagrangian whih also desribes the mixed theory to O(a). In-terested readers should onsult ref. [9℄ for further details on W�PT. We also provide theexpression for the mass of a avor harged meson for omparison with the mixed theoryresult.The W�PT Lagrangian is onstruted out of operators that respet all the symmetriesof the underlying theory in eq. (16), with expliit avor axial symmetry breaking termsonstruted out of bm and ba. As desribed in the text, the LO Lagrangian is linear in � andÆ: L2 = f24 
����y�� f24 
(bm+ ba)�y + �(bmy + bay)� : (B1)Here the angled brakets stand for the super-trae over the avor indies:h�i = str (�) =Xi �i�ii; �i = 8<: 1 i is a quark avor index- 1 i is a ghost avor index : (B2)and � = exp (2i�=f) is a non-linear representation of the meson �elds.The NLO Lagrangian is:L4 = L1 
����y�2 + L2 
������y� 
������y�+ L3 
(����y)2�+L4 
����y�
bmy� + �ybm�+W4 
����y�
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bmy� + �y bm� 
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bmy�� �ybm�
bay� ��yba�+L8 
bmy�bmy� + �ybm�y bm�+W8 
bay�bmy� + �yba�y bm� : (B3)These Lagrangians desribe both the mixed and the PQ Wilson lattie ations. In the mixedtheory ba has support only in the sea-sea setor. We omment that eqs. (B1), (B3) ontains14
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